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 CAMO® Launches EDGEXMETAL™ Clips for Faster, Easier Installation of Grooved 
Deck Boards on Metal Framing 

Grand Rapids, MI—Known for innovation that helps contractors build a better deck, CAMO® has 
added to their offering with a new clip for metal framing. The CAMO EDGEXMETAL™ Clip is a 
revolutionary way to fasten any grooved deck board on metal substructure that installs easily 
by hand with the included Never-Miss™ Guide or up to 5X faster with the award-winning CAMO 
DRIVE™ stand-up tool, both using the contractor’s drill. 
 
EDGEXMETAL Clips are one-pass fasteners that use the same technology as CAMO EDGEX™ 
Clips for wood framing. The wings of the clip fit into the groove of the board, securing it before 
fastening, and the 304 Stainless Steel gusset holds the boards down. The key difference 
between the two clips is the screw—EDGEXMETAL features a drill point screw that engages in 
less than two seconds, rather than a self-tapping screw for wood. 

“Our CAMO innovation team tackles many issues faced by deck builders,” said W. Scott Baker, 
CEO, National Nail. “EDGEXMETAL Clips are a direct response to slow, expensive hidden 
fasteners for decks built on metal framing, as well as wood’s rising prices. The clips are also 
launching at a time when contractors are exploring steel and metal framing options given the 
current shortage of pressure treated lumber. ”  
 
EDGEXMETAL Clips are incredibly versatile, working with top manufacturer's deck boards at any 
angle on 14–18GA metal framing, including Fortress® Evolution™ and Trex® Elevations®. The 
clips are available in 90ct and 450ct pails, which include T15 driver bits, and the Never-Miss 
Guide. EDGEXMETAL Clips are backed by a CAMO warranty to match the longevity of the 
boards and substructure, when installed according to CAMO guidelines. 

 
Using EDGEXMETAL with CAMO’s family of innovative products can speed deck installations on 
metal framing without damaging the boards. Lay rows of boards and EDGEXMETAL Clips down, 
lock them in place with two to four CAMO LEVER™ board bending and locking tools and fasten 
while standing up with DRIVE. The finished result is a fastener-free deck surface secured by a 
clip that conceals the joist and provides a strong hold that's going to last. Learn more at 
www.camofasteners.com. 



 

 About CAMO     
CAMO exists to provide the best deck fastening installation experience for hardworking folks 
who take pride in their work and value their wallet. That’s you. Whether you install decks for a 
living, offer to help build them with a buddy, or maybe build just one in your lifetime, CAMO 
products are engineered to save you time and ensure your work looks and performs as you 
expect it should. CAMO®. The Better Way to Build a Deck.  

For more information or to locate a dealer, visit camofasteners.com or call 1-800-968-6245. Be 
sure to "Like" @camofasteners on Facebook and @camodeckfasteners on Instagram. Search 
CAMO Fasteners on YouTube to find our channel or check us out on Pinterest. 

 


